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1) Why „Max Mad”?
 The story behind this is really silly. I am very bad at coming up with names so I was 
looking around the room for something I could use. And I’ve found it. It was a copy of Mad 
Max: Fury Road on Blu-ray. So I changed the name a bit and I was like: „Yep. That’s good 
enough”.

2) How did your adventure with modeling begin?
 The only reason I wanted to learn SFM in the first place was to make Life is Strange 
fanarts. I saw a lot of great artists on DeviantArt and I really wanted to try it myself.

3) How do you combine your passion with your 
private life?
 Not having a private life outside of my job surely helps :P

Another interview, another guest.  In this interview, I want to introduce -
MaxMadSFM - an artist, who for over two years he’s been making SFM 
posters. He started on Deviant Art where he was posting only SFW content 
but when he decided to do... something else, he moved to Tumblr. Now 
he’s mostly on Twitter where he continues to share SFW/NSW work.  

I invite you to read.

Mr. X-BASH



4) Do you have your favorite character/s? If so, why?
 The reason why for a long time my work was focused almost exclusively on Life is 
Strange is because I really love characters from this game and I feel like I can relate to 
them. But my favorite one is Kate Marsh :)

5) What programs do you use to creating your 
works?
 I use Source Filmmaker and Photoshop. I’m also trying to get into Blender.

6) Where do you get models for your works?
 Mostly from SFM Lab and Steam Workshop but some of the models I have are from 
Tumblr. Rest in peace.

7) How long does it you take to create one work?
 It depends. Sometimes It takes a few hours to finish one poster but sometimes…
a few months. It’s mostly because I usually have like a dozen of unfinished projects and
I just forget about them :)





8) Any plans for the future related to your works?
 Right now I really want to learn Blender. I think I’m starting to understand the basics 
but it’s still a long way ahead of me.

9) Who or what inspired you to create your works?
 People making Life is Strange fanarts on Deviantart. I can’t remember the names 
though. It was quite a while ago.

10) Any advice for others who would like to create 
similar content for yours?
 Just do it for fun. SFM is free and anyone can try it. You have to be really patient tho-
ugh because Source Filmmaker is a very weird beast and it hates being used.

11) Traditional question ... do you like CREAMPIE ;D?
 Who doesn’t?



12) Do you have someone you would like to greet 
or thank for help?
 I’d like to thank my friends and fellow SFM artists for their help and support. Without 
them, I would give an up a long time ago.

Here’s only a few of them:

YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST <3

ARTYOM420

CounterfeitHuman

NICEFIELD

A CRINGELORD

AelarynSFM

https://twitter.com/Artyom420
https://twitter.com/CounterfeitHumn
https://twitter.com/nicefieldSFM
https://twitter.com/A_Cringelord
https://twitter.com/AelarynSFM


Thank’s to MAX MAD SFM for this interview. 
Support him on:

TWITTER
DEVIANTART

PICARTO
CURIOUS CAT

I invite you to look at my:

WEBSITE
TWITTER

NEWGROUNDS
TUMBLR

Soon a new interview will appear. 
Also, watch my Content and …

SEE  YA
MR. X-BASH

https://twitter.com/maxmadsfm
https://www.deviantart.com/maxmadsfm
https://picarto.tv/MaxMadSFM
https://curiouscat.me/MaxMadSFM
https://twitter.com/MrXBash
https://xbash.newgrounds.com/
https://x-bash.tumblr.com/


IF YOU WANT TO SUPPORT MY INTERVIEWS:

FOR ONLY

YOU CAN GET INCLUDED 

IN THE CREDITS
AND GET EARLY ACCESS TO

MY INTERVIEWS
AND ACCESS TO THE ENTIRE ARCHIVE

CLICK HERE

- Aphrodisia - Big Fish -
- Chat Bleu (WELCOME ;) - Droid Productions -

- DynamiteJoe - Eric Small -
- FoohonPie - Ichor Mongrel -

- IckyStickProduction - Jack Pierotti -
- Jester - KamadevaSFM -

- KittenVox - Lety Does Stuff -
- Lieutenant Flapjack - Mr Zed -

- Nixxinyu - SaurianCrash (WELCOME ;) - Sean Skull -
- The Future Fragments Team - Thordayo -

- TomcatRetr0 - Vile -
- ZnelArts Game Dev -

https://www.patreon.com/bePatron?u=4469712


ABOUT

We are proprietors and appreciators of 3D generated content! 

Our goal is to be a cornerstone in the 3D community, offering 

support to artists and consumers alike. Besides featuring some 

of the best creators in the biz, we want to be your go to site 

for cutting edge, next generation adult content. 

From futa to lesbian, straight to gay, even fantasies likes orcs 

and anthro, we’re certain that we have something to offer 

everyone! 

Check out our shop, today! 

ClickHere

https://www.nextgenporn.net/

